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News

Condair expands service team in the North
Q 005

Condair
Condair has expanded its service team
and further strengthened its support for
customers in the North of England with the
appointment of Daniel Kirk, based out of
West Yorkshire.
Daniel is an extremely experienced
HVAC technician having worked on both
humidifiers and dehumidifiers at SPIE UK,
AMS and Newsome.
Tony Tullett, service manager at Condair,
commented, “We are delighted to welcome
such an experienced service engineer to our
Condair team. Particularly as Daniel is not
only skilled in service and maintenance of
our product technologies but he also brings
with him valuable installation knowledge.
He is a great addition to what is already the
UK’s largest specialist humidity control
engineering team. His appointment takes
the number of Condair service engineers to
18, spread strategically across the UK. No

matter where our clients are
controlling their humidity,
Condair is well positioned to
support them and deliver the
manufacturer’s engineering
knowledge on-site.”
The Condair Group is the
world’s leading specialist in
humidification,
dehumidification and
evaporative cooling, with
energy efficient, hygienic and
innovative technologies for
commercial, industrial and
heritage applications. Condair is
represented in the UK by
Condair plc, which offers
system design, manufacture,
supply, installation, commissioning,
maintenance and spares. You can find out
more by visiting the company’s website at
www.condair.co.uk.

New appointment is central to growth of CENTIEL’s
service offering
CENTIEL

Q 007

New Appointment is Central to Growth of
CENTIEL’s Service Offering
Leading UPS manufacturer CENTIEL
UK, has announced it is continuing to grow
its service department with the appointment
of Will Simmons as external service sales
engineer. Will Simmons will now be
responsible for continuing the expansion of
CENTIEL’s service sales portfolio,
focusing on delivering the best solution for
CENTIEL’s UK wide customer base.
Louis McGarry, sales and marketing
director, CENTIEL UK confirmed:
“CENTIEL is well-known as a
manufacturer of Swiss quality innovative
UPS solutions. However, we also provide
comprehensive service and maintenance
contracts for a wide variety of UPS
installations across the UK. Will Simmons
has ‘lived and breathed’ service for almost
ten years. He is perfectly placed to support
our valued customers’ service requirements
and to help them select the right solution at
the right time in a product’s lifecycle.
Will’s extensive experience will be an asset
to our team to support our serviced
installations.”
Will Simmons, external service sales
engineer, CENTIEL UK explains: “I am
excited to join a team of CENTIEL’s
calibre. CENTIEL’s UPS technology has a
well-earned reputation for its high
availability and efficiency. This, in
combination with the flexible nature of the
modular approach, or the option of standalone UPS manufactured with the same
Swiss build quality, means there really are
no limits to providing the very best solution
for our customers.
“I will be responsible for new
maintenance contracts and remedial works
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such as capacitor and battery replacements.
Total cost of ownership calculations on
behalf of customers will be critical to
determine if it’s more cost effective to resize a solution appropriate to the load,
rather than simply ‘replace what’s there’. I
am looking forward to being able to
provide the best advice and developing the
most appropriate solution for our
customers’ needs to ensure their critical
power remains protected at all times.”
Prior to joining CENTIEL, Will Simmons
worked as a business development
executive and also a service sales engineer
at Kohler Uninterruptable Power for almost
three years. Will also spent almost five
years at critical digital infrastructure
provider Vertiv, in addition to other service
roles in the white goods and medical
sectors in both the UK and Australia.

CENTIEL is a Swiss-based technology
company which designs, manufactures and
delivers industry-leading power protection
solutions for critical facilities. Its three
phase true modular UPS,
CumulusPowerTM known for its “9 nines”
(99.9999999%) system availability and low
total cost of ownership through its
Maximum Efficiency Management (MEM)
and low losses of energy, has now been
installed in datacenters and comms rooms
in over 60 countries across five continents.
More than 50 MW of critical power loads
are now protected with CumulusPowerTM
in locations across the world including: the
UK, Singapore, Australia, Germany, Spain,
the Czech Republic and the Channel
Islands.
For further information please see:
www.centiel.co.uk

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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WPS to install ticketless parking in Woking
Borough Council
WPS

Q 009

WPS to install ticketless parking in Woking Borough Council
WPS, one of the UK’s leading parking equipment providers, is
helping Woking Borough Council to provide a seamless visitor and
resident experience with a series of ticketless car park upgrades as
a part of Woking town centre’s regeneration.
Central to each installation is the use of WPS’s leading-edge
Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) based parking
technology, which reads a driver’s number plate on entry to a car
park and calculates the parking fee based on their length of stay.
Before leaving, users have multiple payments options, including
cash, chip & pin and contactless (including Apple Pay and Google
Pay) at WPS’ ParkAdvance™ pay stations or via the WPSintegrated JustPark App. The customer keys in their car registration
number at the pay station or enters a car park code in the app –
once paid, exit barriers automatically open. The overall solution
includes a web portal for managing season ticket / permit holders
using the car parks. The WPS system also links real-time to the
JustPark app to provide an ‘AutoPay’ parking experience, where
regular users can exit and pay automatically for their parking by
preregistering their licence plate and payment details.
New digital “VMS” signage will be installed both on approaching
roads and in the new car parks, to help visitors efficiently find
available spaces.
The IP-based architecture of the ParkAdvance™ system enables
the straight-forward integration of multiple technologies providing
total flexibility in system design, as well as a convenient, singular
management and reporting platform. The system is also futureproofed, as it can be readily expanded with further features, for
example to include retailer and leisure validation and loyalty
schemes.
Visitors to the car parks will soon have the option to pay with
their theatre or cinema ticket and retailers will be able to discount
parking for customers who spend in their outlets. The ticketless
system is a greener option, eliminating the requirement for paper
tickets and completely removing issues that arise from faulty or
lost tickets.
Cllr Ayesha Azad, Leader of Woking Borough Council, praised
the excellent working relationship between Woking Borough
Council and WPS, which allowed an exacting brief to be
developed. He said:
“Our brief was for a seamless customer experience and an
advanced system that matched the forward-thinking nature of the
town’s regeneration, and this is exactly what we got.
“We are very excited about the enhanced, greener, parking

experience that we will now be able to offer visitors to the town
centre and can’t wait to welcome shoppers to their new, improved
car parks.”
Simon Jarvis, Managing Director of WPS in the UK, says parking
is a vital touch point in a visitor’s town centre experience:
“The Council had a well thought out brief that allowed us to work
in partnership with them, JustPark and other providers to fullyutilise the best systems and services available. We’ve been able to
bring together an integrated suite of leading technologies to create
a solution that delivers the utmost in flexibility, efficiency and
convenience for Woking residents, commuters and visitors, as well
as the Council.”
Hannah Fuller, Head of Partnerships for JustPark, says: “Putting
together this brilliant solution is a testament to the collaborative
abilities of WPS, JustPark and Woking Borough Council. We’ve
worked very hard to create a seamless payment solution, that
includes our new AutoPay feature, allowing customers to set up
their account to debit automatically when they drive in and out
without having to think about it. It’s great to see all this coming to
fruition for the benefit of the residents and visitors of Woking.”
The first car park to go live is Victoria Way, a multi-story car
park open 24/7 that provides 932 spaces. It will be followed in
early 2021 by Shoppers Yellow, Shoppers Blue, Brewery Road and
Heathside Crescent. The newly-built Shoppers Red car park will
also be launched with the new system.
The installation follows WPS and JustPark’s 2020 British Parking
Awards win in the ‘Parking Technology’ category for a solution
that combines the benefits of WPS’ ParkAdvance™ pay-on-foot
parking system with JustPark’s payment app technology, designed
to enhance the customer experience at multiple car parks operated
by Cornwall Council.

New low energy headquarters delivers biodiversity for CABI
Scott Brownrigg

Q 007

The Scott Brownrigg-designed
headquarters for the international not-forprofit organisation, CABI, has successfully
completed. CABI apply scientific expertise
to solve problems in agriculture and the
environment. Scott Brownrigg worked
alongside Project Managers and Lead
Consultant Ridge and Partners LLP
(Ridge) to complete a low energy design
that offers a two-storey office space,
successfully integrating an experimental
bio-diverse landscape with a new
collaborative flexible working
environment.
This is a highly anticipated new home for
CABI, who, for the past 33 years have
been located in what was Carmel College,
a school built in the 1960s in Oxfordshire.
The old building required a high level of

maintenance, in comparison to CABI’s
new, energy-efficient, purpose-built HQ
in Wallingford.
Former CABI CEO Dr Trevor
Nicholls, who was instrumental in
bringing the new CABI headquarters to
fruition before retiring, said, “On behalf
of my EMT colleagues and all CABI
staff worldwide let me thank all of our
professional advisers, partners and
suppliers for their work in helping us
achieve this exciting milestone in CABI’s
history.
At the heart of this project is CABI’s
commitment to encouraging biodiversity
and protecting the environment. The
design is highly energy efficient with
detailed strategies for materials,
orientation and structures. The design

includes a careful selection of materials for
the building fabric, which will reduce the
energy consumption, to embrace the aim
of low carbon use in operation.
Designing with passive sustainability as a
priority, the building is positioned to
minimise solar gains by orientating it EastWest, and will provide shade in the
summer and allow sunlight in the winter.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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News
Fed up with filthy floors? Frustrated by Health and Safety slip
claims?
Strata

Q 021

If you work in a warehouse or factory in the UK, you will be
used to the impact weather will have on the environment you work
in. Without a doubt you will be aware of rain and mud in the
winter, dust and dirt in the summer constantly being dragged into
the warehouse on the wheels of forklift trucks and the boots of
employees.
Well, Strata Sales have a solution, a tough, affordable mat to
clean the wheels of forklift trucks, and the feet of anyone who
walks across it. It is called Clean-Start.
“We’ve sold forklift truck wheel cleaning mats before but realised
our previous solutions were good but felt they could do better”
Comments Randal Thomas, Strata Sales Managing Director.
“There are other solutions available in the marketplace - hard,
coarse mats that are tough but have a minimal absorbency and
integrated systems with moveable parts that are at the top end of
the market. But no tough, absorbent mats at an affordable price
were available. So, we set out to source and develop one and we
are delighted with our solution. We’ve developed a simple to install
mat that absorbs up to 6 litres of moisture and 1400g of dirt per
square metre - that's 50% more moisture and an impressive 75%
more dirt than standard floor mats!”
It’s fair to say the Clean-Start mat is not what you’d expect to
find in a warehouse doorway. The 14mm high, fine-twist nylon is
40% thicker than a standard mat and looks luxurious and arguably
would not look out-of-place in a hotel reception or business foyer.
However, the twist nylon does an incredible cleaning job and the
heavyweight, non-slip nitrile rubber backing protects the mat from
oil damage. Thus, ensuring the mat is tough enough to clean the
dirtiest of forklift wheels.
It’s easy to clean, easy to install and easy to relocate.
An added bonus is that Clean-Start can also be used to kill germs
and viruses with the addition of disinfectant, obviously invaluable
in the current battle to keep workplaces Covid-19 free and
employees safe.
With workplace compensation claims ranging from £1,675 to
£99,500 and estimated by the Health and Safety Executive to cost
employers around £500m per year. Any employer who doesn’t
worry about wet, slippery floors is putting themselves and their
business at risk.

Clean-Start is available to purchase online at cleanstartuk.com
It comes in 2m x 2m for £325 and 4m x 4m for £650 with a 1year manufacturers guarantee, along with FREE delivery, a FREE
floor fixing kit, and FREE returns if you are not satisfied.

New CIBSE-Approved dehumidifiers CPD from Condair
Condair

Q 007

Condair is offering a new online, CIBSE-approved CPD seminar
on dehumidification and drying psychrometrics. The 45-minute long
presentation includes training on the principles of operation for both
desiccant and condensing dehumidifiers, how to correctly select and
size a dehumidification system and the psychrometric processes
behind drying.
The seminar has been developed specifically for mechanical
engineers and consultants. The training has been CIBSE approved,
therefore verified to be unbiased, up-to-date and technically
accurate. As the presentation is CIBSE-approved, any attendees will
receive CIBSE points towards their continuous professional
development (CPD) record.
The presentation can be given online via a virtual meeting
platform, such as Teams or Zoom. Condair typically delivers these
online training sessions to attendees from a single company, to
encourage engagement and interaction from attendees. Anyone
wanting to book a session can request a date at
www.Condair.co.uk/CPD.
Dave Marshall-George, UK Sales Manager at Condair, commented,
“Our CPD seminars are always well received by consultants and this
new one on dehumidification gives a comprehensive understanding
of both the technology and the psychrometrics involved in a
dehumidifier specification project. Consultants can expect to learn
how the different technologies compare, when to use desiccant or
condensing systems, how to calculate what size is needed, plus the
many pre- and post-drying processes needed to provide air at a
specific humidity condition.”
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Dave continues, “Certificates are supplied to all attendees via email
following the presentation, so they can register for the CIBSE
points.”
The Condair Group is the world’s leading specialist in humidity
control and evaporative cooling, with energy efficient, hygienic and
innovative technologies for commercial, industrial and heritage
applications.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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Why so blue?
Ray Lighting

Q 026

World’s first Circadian friendly LED light
source addresses multiple health concerns.
RAY Lighting, a UK start-up, has invented the first Circadian
friendly lighting range, inspired by the science of nature to create
the world’s ‘healthiest’ electric light source.
This month RAY Lighting launches a dual range of lighting
solutions combining multiple technologies, unique RAY
innovations, beautiful design, and nature’s influence. The SunRAY
Calm and Dynamic ranges can be ordered starting at RRP £19.95.
The website www.ray.lighting went live 1st October, taking a new
approach to the way lighting is explained to the end-user.
The Problem
Until now, all LEDs have been powered by a chip that is blue at
the source – the colour of the light it emits is then altered using a
layer of phosphor to create the white or yellow we usually see.
This means, that although we are not consciously seeing blue light,
it is all around us, and our bodies respond to it in a multitude of
ways – primarily biologically and psychologically. But there’s
more. Other companies (just a few) are starting to solve this, but no
one yet has also addressed flicker at the same time.
The History
LEDs were initially designed this way to save energy, since blue
has the capacity to produce more lumen per watt (light output vs.
energy consumed) efficiently superseding halogen and fluorescent
lights. Their popularity skyrocketed, changing satellite images of
countries at night from a soft yellow to a clean white glow and
increasing light pollution in the past decade to unprecedented
levels. It has taken several years to even begin to understand the
side effects of the sharp spike in blue light exposure on our
physical and mental wellbeing.
The solution
The most significant difference with SunRAY is the BlueBalance
[™ pending!], combined with the Flicker Free Bridging
Technology. The internal chip or light source within the lightbulbs
harness new technologies that avoid the dangerous blue spikes that
occur from standard LED lamps, bringing levels of blue into
alignment with those occurring naturally in sunlight, rather than the
excess levels that overstimulate our systems.
The benefits are instant for our Circadian sleep/wake rhythms and
associated rejuvenating sleep, moods and physical responses.
RAY Lighting has also reduced flicker significantly – in most
products, to zero. All bulbs flicker, and LEDs typically flicker at
100% but are so fast that it’s virtually imperceptible to our eyes.

Nevertheless, our brain processes it and generates stress hormones
in response. Scientists are now associating this with everything
from malaise, to anxiety and ADHD.
RAY’s uniquely engineered lamps use Flicker Free Bridging
Technology to achieve a flicker percentage rating as low as zero –
the lowest flicker factor ever achieved.
Combining these revolutionary light sources with a uniquely
blended Full Spectrum phosphor overlay and a specialist
engineered lens, means the emitted light is both gentle and
beautiful. It’s as feel-good as sunlight; renders colours and textures
in stunning accuracy; and avoids all the health concerns currently
being raised in the fields of neuroscience, psychology and
ophthalmology.
Jason Wilkin, Co-founder and Technical Director, explains: “Our
mission has always been to fill people’s homes with more organic,
healthy light.
“We’re spending more time in our homes than ever right now,
and to think the light we work, live and raise our families under is
harming us is distressing. We’ve all experienced that malaise which
lifts when we go out for a walk.
“Simon and I have extensive experience in lighting design and
technology. We share the same values and wanted to find a way to
create beautiful, but safe, light that is actually accessible – not only
for those who can afford a lighting designer. We have succeeded
with SunRAY – the range includes GU10 retrofit bulbs for standard
replacements, and engines. Next to launch will be track lighting
and spots.”
The SunRAY ranges include SunRAY Calm, which uses violet
chip technology for a light created to completely free our Circadian
Rhythm from the tyranny of excess blue, while SunRAY Dynamic
uses a ‘Nature’s Blue’ chip to achieve a light that is more akin to
the gentle stimulation of morning sunlight.
Both ranges eliminate all concerns about spikes of blue light
exposure, are Flicker Free and offer Full Spectrum lighting
solutions, achieving Colour Rendering Index ratings of 97+
(sunlight is 100).
Simon McCune, Co-founder and Sales Director comments: “The
technology to build an LED light that is bright enough for us to
live by, but that is safe and reliable to use, was in its infancy when
we started our research and development.
“It has been an incredible journey to work with this technology,
to innovate around it and to ultimately launch a product that puts
the health and wellbeing of people firmly at the heart of its
purpose.”

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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News
Aggregate Industries launches new improved SuperLow - the industry’s
first carbon neutral asphalt
Aggregate Industries

Q 027

Leading construction materials supplier Aggregate
Industries has today launched its new, improved SuperLow
range of asphalt, which includes a carbon neutral offering.
Following its parent company LafargeHolcim becoming the
first construction materials company to sign the Net Zero
Pledge and the recent launch of its ECOPact low carbon
concrete, this is the latest in a series of steps taken towards
more sustainable materials by Aggregate Industries.
While SuperLow is already an established brand in the
Aggregate Industries range, new SuperLow features reduced
carbon levels when compared to standard asphalt as it is
manufactured at reduced temperatures. All remaining
emissions are then offset through carbon reduction projects
on the customer’s behalf through Aggregate Industries’
offsetting partner, Circular Ecology, all without any change to
product performance.
Customers do not need to do anything different. There’s no extra
paperwork or additional steps - Aggregate Industries takes care of
the carbon offsetting and ensures the SuperLow provided is
absolutely carbon neutral.
Guy Edwards, Chief Executive Officer at Aggregate Industries,
said: “New, improved SuperLow is yet another step we are taking
to supply more sustainable construction materials in order for the
country to build greener.
“We are a driving force in decarbonising our industry, proven by
us becoming the first materials supplier to achieve PAS 2080
verification by demonstrating continuous improvement in reducing
the whole life carbon emissions across the entirety of our
operations and supply chain, and the recent launch of ECOPact.
Our improved SuperLow offering is the next step in this journey.”
SuperLow doesn’t just offer sustainability benefits. With the mix
requiring lower temperatures than traditional asphalts, SuperLow

also cools to trafficking temperature quicker, meaning repairs and
resurfacing take less time. The cooler temperature also reduces
binder ageing
and enhances in-service life expectancy, meaning roads stay
operational for longer. The SuperLow solution is available across a
wide range of asphalt products, from the low-noise SuperThin® to
the vibrant SuperColour®.
Chris Hudson, Managing Director of Asphalt at Aggregate
Industries, said: “We’re delighted with the launch of the new,
improved SuperLow solution, and can’t wait to offer our customers
the industry’s first carbon neutral asphalt.
“Our customers will not only benefit from the product’s
sustainability credentials and great performance, but also the same
great service they have come to expect from Aggregate Industries
over the years.”
For more information, please visit
https://www.aggregate.com/superlow

Six new sizes – Nokian Hakkapeliitta TRI extends the all-season
capabilities of compact tractors
Nokian

Q 029

Since its introduction some five years
ago, the block-patterned Nokian
Hakkapeliitta TRI tractor tire has gained a
reputation for being a true all-season tire
with superior winter capabilities. The size
range has been gradually expanded to fill
the needs of different kinds of contractors.
The latest addition to the Nokian
Hakkapeliitta TRI range are six new sizes
made specially for compact tractors and
other compact machinery.
Nordic all-season tires must face a truly
wide range of temperatures and driving
conditions through the course of a year.
From hot tarmac to icy roads, Nokian
Hakkapeliitta TRI offers a superior allseason performance with unsurpassed
winter properties. This versatility has made
it a favorite among contractors that have
varying jobs in different seasons.
“The winter performance is where
Nokian Hakkapeliitta TRI really stands
out”, says Tero Saari, Product Manager at
Nokian Tyres. “The tire has no problem
even in the most demanding snow removal
– but it does not compromise the summer
properties, either.”
Car-like comfort
Because of its block pattern and radial
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structure, Nokian
Hakkapeliitta TRI
offers outstanding
speed and comfort on
the road transports.
This makes modern,
versatile contracting
work smoother and
faster.
“The users have
reported that the noise
level and vibrations
have reduced
compared to typical
lug-patterned tires”,
says Tero Saari. “This means they can
drive faster and more comfortably, which
is good for job ergonomics.”

road transports snappier.”
Six new sizes

The proof of any tractor tire are the real
challenges of everyday contracting work.
This is where Nokian Hakkapeliitta TRI
boosts the working efficiency as well as
brings savings.

In addition to 20 sizes already in
production, Nokian Hakkapeliitta TRI is
now available in sizes 360/70R20,
480/80R30, 340/80R24, 440/80R30,
300/80R24 and 360/80R28. These sizes
make the superior all-season capabilities
available to compact tractors operating in
varying weather conditions.

“The predictable handling in all
conditions translates to better
productivity”, Teroi Saari says. “The lower
rolling resistance saves fuel, while the
tire’s quiet noise level and vibrations make

“The capabilities of compact tractors are
in many ways directly linked to their tires”,
Tero Saari says. “A premium all-season tire
can unlock their potential in many kinds of
work.”

The productive choice
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Swansea company helps fight the pandemic with automated
disinfection robots
Q 030

State of the art robots that can automatically sanitise a whole
building are in high demand from Swansea-based company Evolve
Raybotix – the only UK supplier of the new machines, which were
developed by its parent company specifically to tackle Covid-19.
Hundreds of the robots have been supplied worldwide to
businesses such as restaurants, hotels, cinemas, sports centres and
offices, as well as clinics and schools. The UV-C Ozone
disinfection robots use UV-C light supported by an ozone
generating function for maximum disinfection and peace of mind.
These robots come in three sizes: the Evolve Raybotix SOL, the
Evolve Raybotix EOS and the Evolve Raybotix NEO, enabling
application to a wide range of sectors and spaces.
The automated machines map surroundings and use a
combination of UV-C light and ozone to kill 99.9 percent of
microorganisms on all surfaces by destroying their DNA structures.
It’s an environmentally friendly and chemical-free way to quickly
and safely eliminate harmful bacteria and viruses. Cleaning times
start from just six minutes. As well as being quick and thorough,
these machines have minimal operating costs.
Evolve Raybotics director Amin Farah said: “We’re proud to be
the only UK supplier of these unique disinfection robots. Our
parent company worked hard to develop a practical and powerful
solution to the pandemic, and the result is a game changer for
businesses and organisations needing to swiftly disinfect their
premises. Our robots provide a safe and thorough way to ensure
peace of mind for staff and customers and have been in high
demand here in the UK. We’re receiving an increasing number of
enquiries as word spreads about what these robots can do.”
The robots have been designed in Italy by a team of engineers
with a history of working with high profile, innovative brands
including Ferrari, Lamborghini and Maserati. Parent company
Autognity is renowned worldwide for its expertise in artificial
intelligence and industrial automation.
Enzo Catenacci, the co-founder of Raybotics NewCo and
business development chief officer of Purity Group, of which
Autognity is part, added:
“When the pandemic hit, we talked about how we, as a well-

resourced organisation, felt obliged
to use our skills in engineering –
inventing something new to contain
the biological risk.
“Seeing daily infection rates
rapidly increase meant bringing this
product to market was time critical.
The team worked around the clock
to deliver a solution in less than two
months despite supply chain
challenges and swift onboarding of
staff to facilitate speed. We have
sold hundreds of units worldwide,
with orders increasing day by day from a broad range of sectors
including manufacturing, commercial cleaning, education, transport
and healthcare.
“The feedback is very positive. Organisations are investing in
these systems because they know they need to respond quickly to
survive as a business. There is concern about the confidence and
safety of the public and an obligation to do everything possible to
support the recovery of our economy.”
Evolve Raybotix have been conducting demonstrations online as
well as socially distanced at client premises to showcase the
capabilities of these machines.
Martin Morgan of Morgans Hotel Swansea said: “When we heard
that this technology was available in Swansea, we immediately
requested a demonstration as it is an ideal solution to swift
sanitisation of hotel rooms on changeover. Guests have full
confidence that their room, which is sealed following the
disinfection process, has been sanitised to the highest possible
standard. We strive to offer a premium service at Morgans Hotel
and this demonstrates we are going the extra mile to restore public
confidence in the hospitality sector.”
These disinfecting robots are being distributed exclusively in the
UK via Evolve Raybotix, based in the ILS2 at Swansea University.
To find out more information visit the website
www.evolveraybotix.com

SimplyRFID Partners With Surgio Health to Automate Hospital
Sterile Processing Department
SimplyRFID

Q 031

Surgio Track is designed to modernize
medical tray procurement and preparedness.
WARRENTON, Va., October 29, 2020
(Newswire.com) - SimplyRFID, a software
and hardware development company that
makes radio-frequency ID tracking systems,
has partnered with Surgio Health to automate
the hospital sterile processing department
(SPD). With hospitals needing to keep track
of medical tray location, delivery, and
sterilization, SimplyRFID's technology
efficiently solve all of these problems.
Surgio Track, powered by SimplyRFID's
technology, tracks assets to add an automated
layer of monitoring and location tracking.
The system includes alarms to both identify
equipment that misses customizable critical
processing milestones and prevent assets
from passing through thresholds without
proper sterilization. Surgio Track's quick
asset locating doesn't require human input
and provides data to promote workflow
efficiency over time.
"We chose SimplyRFID because of their

team's willingness to work with us and
develop new markets, as well as
because of their unbiased knowledge of
the existing markets," said Tony
Passalacqua, SVP of Logistics &
Implementation at Surgio. "Surgio uses
radio-frequency ID to validate the
sterilization process and ensure that it
has been followed to protect patient
safety."
Without RFID tracking, hospitals can
experience a multitude of challenges
related to sterile processing, including
staff members not adhering or not
having enough time to follow manual
processes and the inability to properly
track tray movement data. With
SimplyRFID, SPD managers, surgeons,
and other members of clinical staff can
utilize automated asset tracking and the
external alarm system to quickly locate
necessary equipment and reduce human
error.
"When patient lives are on the line and
every minute is expensive, quickly finding

assets is critical," said Carl Brown, CEO at
SimplyRFID. "Automated QA provides
priceless peace of mind that the asset is safe
to use and reduces the potential for serious
sentinel events."
To learn more about SimplyRFID and
Surgio Track, please visit
www.simplyrfid.com/how-to/hospital-spd.

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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Fire & Security

Manned guarding at a fraction of the cost:
Stanley Security launches Remote Guard
Stanley Security, one of the UK’s
leading security providers, has extended
its range of remote services with the
introduction of Remote Guard. Remote
Guard uses a clever combination of
CCTV, access control, intercoms and
remote monitoring to take over the
duties of security guards, all at a
fraction of the cost.
At the heart of Remote Guard is
Stanley Security’s Category 2 NSI Gold
Standard BS5979 accredited monitoring
centre, where highly trained
professional operatives use electronic
security systems on customers’ sites to
remotely conduct security guard tasks
such as visitor validation, vehicle access
and area lockdowns. CCTV cameras
enable operatives to identify and
validate incoming vehicles. Intercom and cameras with 2-way
audio provide effective communication with drivers and enable
any instructions to be clearly delivered. Access control is used
to unlock doors, gates and barriers.
Wherever possible, existing on-site security equipment is used
by Remote Guard to make it highly cost-effective and
sustainable, although this will depend on the age and
sophistication of that equipment. A Stanley Security technician
is sent to site to assess whether existing equipment is
compatible. Where new equipment is required, cameras with
Wi-Fi connectivity are used and connection to the remote
monitoring centre is via secure IP (Internet) connectivity.
Depending on the set-up of the system, configuration and
testing can be completed within a week, for a fast turnaround.

cost effective, starting from as little £2.99 per hour (excluding
any additional equipment required) for full professional
monitoring 24/7.
Remote Guard is just one of the remote security monitoring
services that Stanley Security provides. With more and more
organisations wanting to maintain site security, but without the
expense of on-site staff, Stanley Security has expanded its
remote monitoring services to cover Remote Audio Talk-down,
Remote Guard Tours, Remote Video Safeguard, the Stanley
Guard personal protection app, Remote Video Verification &
Audio Challenge and Remote Key Holding & Alarm Response.
For more information on Remote Guard or any of Stanley
Security’s remote monitoring services, go to
www.stanleysecurity.co.uk/services/monitoring

As well as being fast to set up, Remote Guard is also highly

ASSA ABLOY Door Group signals improvements for Network Rail
Door Group, a unit of ASSA ABLOY
Opening Solutions UK & Ireland, has
supplied a number of high security steel
doorsets to Network Rail for the upgrade
of its remote signal rooms.
The project was commissioned through
Door Group’s Kent-based trade
customer Taylor Refit, who removed the
existing doors and installed new high
security steel doorsets certified to LPS
1175 security ratings from the
Powershield range.
The upgrade came as part of Network
Rail’s plan to heighten the security level
to its signal rooms following a spate of
vandalism.
Network Rail specified that the high
security doors supplied needed to offer
maximum protection to the remote
rooms, whilst also providing a costeffective solution. ABLOY Protec cylinders
were also incorporated into the specialist
locks throughout the sites.
Due to the easy-to-install products,
Taylor Refit was able to remove and
install the security doors in just one day,
resulting in minimal disruption to
services.
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Chris Cole, Sales
Area Manager
(South East and
London) for Door
Group said: “We
are delighted that
Network Rail gave
us the opportunity
to provide superior
security doorsets to
this project and we
hope to build on
our relationship in
the future.
“We pride
ourselves on
supplying high
quality products
and we work
closely with our customers to understand
their specific requirements and to
provide specialist and tailored solutions.
We had to ensure that the doorsets we
were supplying offered maximum
security, as per the customer’s specifications.”
Door Group’s work with Network Rail
follows a number of high-profile
contracts with Transport for London and

Crossrail Limited.
Brian Sofley, Managing Director at
ASSA ABLOY Door Group, added: “We
pride ourselves on our portfolio of wellrespected clients that choose to work
with us time and time again. We
attribute this to our comprehensive
service offering and expert advice
throughout each project.”

Fire & Security

Mul-T-Lock helps secure schools of the future

With schools and universities reopening across the country,
the safety of students and staff has never been more
important. Security expert Mul-T-Lock recognises that every
educational facility has a different security requirement and
effective management of everyone who comes and goes is
paramount, not only to save time and expense, but to also
tighten security.
For schools that are looking to upgrade or extend their
current master key suite, Mul-T-Lock offers a wide range of cost
effective solutions to address the varying needs of education
buildings. These incorporate patented mechanical and electromechanical technology, providing enhanced security with
increased control over access; at the same time reducing the
number of keys that can be lost or stolen.
Mul-T-Lock’s master key platforms are customisable
depending on requirements, with a wide range of products
including various lock and cylinder types. The system are
designed to serve dynamic and growing environments, so
each master key solution is scalable to suit an education
building’s needs both today and in the future.
Mul-T-Lock has also recently launched a new antibacterial
key solution, providing a more hygienic solution for education
applications. The keys feature an antibacterial plastic head
that contain an agent that supresses the growth and spread of
unwanted bacteria. The new keys have been successfully tested
to ISO 22196, showing significantly lower bacterial
contamination compared to other keys.
If education facilities want to move away from mechanical to
an access control solution, Mul-T-Lock specialises in a number
of systems that can help. Mul-T-Lock also recognises that whilst
access control is a fundamental element of security in higher
education especially, many aging systems urgently need to be
upgraded.
According to a recent survey , higher education security and
IT professionals are ready to embrace more modern
technology as a way of improving the experience for students
and staff. The findings showed that over half (54.2%) of
respondents want to unify their access control credentials to
support multiple applications whilst 44% want better
integration with other security systems.

Now that education buildings should provide a safe and
hygienic environment with reduced touch-points for pupils and
staff, Mul-T-Lock’s SMARTair® access control system replaces
keys with a wireless locking system operated by smartcards
and even smartphones when used in conjunction with Mul-TLock’s Openow™ app.
With SMARTair®, lost cards can be cancelled, and
replacement cards reprogrammed for increased security. The
system can be tailored to meet each building’s needs and can
be reprogrammed using the latest in access control
management software as those needs evolve, without having
to replace any physical locking systems – making it a cost
effective and straightforward solution for all education
buildings.
With no hardwiring, the system can be installed at low cost
with minimal disruption to education facilities. Designated
system managers can also monitor and control access rights –
allowing personnel access when needed and revoking access
once it is no longer required.
By utilising the Openow™ app, facilities managers and
security administrators can instantly send, revoke or update
virtual keys from the designated SMARTair® software or web
browser allowing staff to access specific buildings or rooms via
their smartphone.
System managers can be anywhere in the world when
controlling access rights; making the whole process more
convenient and secure for everyone. This also significantly
reduces whole life costing, as it removes the need to replace
key cards when they are misplaced.
To learn more about Mul-T-Lock’s various security solutions
for education facilities, including the antibacterial keys,
SMARTair® access control system and Openow™ app, please
call 01902 364200, email internalsales@mul-t-lock.co.uk or
visit www.mul-t-lock.co.uk.
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Centiel

Centiel partners with Seahorse Electrical
and Maintenance Services Ltd

Leading UPS manufacturer, CENTIEL UK,
has joined forces with electrical subcontractor Seahorse Electrical and
Maintenance Services Ltd. Seahorse has
now become one of CENTIEL’s preferred
partners for DC and AC works.

Louis McGarry, sales and marketing director, CENTIEL UK
explains: “We have a long-standing relationship with the team
at Seahorse and have recently completed several large projects
with them including a 7.2MW installation at a major medical
facility. We are now delighted to cement this relationship on
an ongoing basis.
“Most recently we have worked with Seahorse to complete
the installation of a new UPS to protect the power to a central
London Venue. Located close to Covent Garden, the
entertainment space is within an historical building used for
dining, parties and drinks receptions, meetings and
conferences for up to 1,000 delegates. The new UPS now
supports the power for the entire building including lights, lifts,
sound systems, a small gift shop, the internet, phone system
and servers.
“An outdated legacy UPS was been replaced with CENTIEL’s
fourth generation three phase modular UPS, CumulusPowerTM
which offers industry leading 99.9999999% (nine, nines)
availability translating to just milliseconds of downtime per
year. One of CENTIEL’s top cable entry frame fitted with 5x50kW
modules (200 N+1), along with 80 batteries now provides a ten
minute run time which then allows the switch over to a
generator to ensure power is protected to the venue at all
times.”
McGarry continues: “For this central London project, Seahorse
managed the full design and build, working with the main
contractor and the client. This included UPS, switch gear,
lighting, flooring, ceiling, fire dampeners, battery build, DC
build, cable trays and all the cabling which included 100
metres from the plant room’s switch gear to the generator
which was located externally.”
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Jason Gibson, director of Seahorse confirmed: “Due to the
small size of the plant room, it was important for us to utilize
every inch of space and so CumulusPowerTM with its top cable
entry option was chosen. The flexible, modular configuration of
CumulusPowerTM allows the inclusion of an input terminal to
accept cables from above via steel wire armoured (SWA). It
offered the perfect solution for the small plant room. The
project was completed from strip out to commissioning of the
UPS in 15 weeks.
“Working more closely with the CENTIEL team now means we
have a reliable, experienced and trusted partner to support us
with the delivery of major UPS installations.”
CENTIEL is a Swiss-based technology company which designs,
manufactures and delivers industry-leading power protection
solutions for critical facilities. Its three phase true modular
UPS, CumulusPowerTM known for its “9 nines” (99.9999999%)
system availability and low total cost of ownership through its
Maximum Efficiency Management (MEM) and low losses of
energy, has now been installed in datacentres and comms
rooms in over 60 countries across five continents. More than
50 MW of critical power loads are now protected with
CumulusPowerTM in locations across the world including: the
UK, Singapore, Australia, Germany, Spain, the Czech Republic
and the Channel Islands.
For further information please see: www.centiel.co.uk

Zip: Touch free HydroTap

Zip Water launches touch-free boiling, chilled and sparkling
HydroTap to help employees return to workplaces safely
Reduce contact points in the workplace with the new Zip HydroTap Touch Free Wave
With employers searching to create COVID-secure workplaces in
order for staff to return safely, Zip Water has created the
HydroTap Touch Free Wave, a contactless drinking water system
that delivers instant filtered boiling, chilled and sparkling
water.
Available in the UK from December, the new Zip HydroTap
Touch Free Wave is a 100% contactless drinking water solution
and is the latest innovation in the flagship HydroTap range.
With health and hygiene now an absolute priority in the
workplace, the Zip HydroTap Touch Free Wave allows
employees to stay hydrated and healthy, while avoiding surface
contact to minimise the risk of virus transmission.
Smart infrared sensors detect hand movements when in a 1.5
- 5cm range of the tap, with water flow stopping immediately
once the hand is moved away. The tap also features a contactless safety lock for the delivery of boiling water. Boiling water
is only dispensed once two of the four sensors are engaged,
activated by cupping a hand around the back of the tap.
Victoria Himsworth, Head of Marketing at Zip Water said the
Zip HydroTap Touch Free Wave was developed as an immediate
response to new emerging needs in the UK and global marketplace.
“We’re proud of how quickly we have been able to respond
and deliver a market-leading solution to an urgent real-world
problem. Businesses must do everything possible to improve
hygiene and cleanliness in the workplace, following the latest
Health and Safety Executive guidelines, in scenarios where
employees cannot work from home. With the average person
touching their face more than 20 times an hour, it’s possible to
transfer viruses from everyday objects, such as handles and
taps, to the mouth and eyes, and vice versa. Investing in the
HydroTap Touch Free Wave encourages employees to keep
hydrated, without the worry of cross-contamination.”
With city-centre footfall across the UK down by 34.3% in
August compared to the same month last year, and office
blocks remaining empty, the effect on local economies in these
areas is devastating. Most experts predict that an effective
vaccine to combat the Coronavirus pandemic will only become
widely available by mid-2021, which means finding innovative
new ways to encourage employees to return to work around
the virus will become the new normal. Employers must be
prepared to offer a safe environment for employees who need
to return to the office
Sales Director, Shaun Campbell, commented: “Based on initial
customer feedback and enquiries, we are expecting demand to
be very high. We are recommending that businesses get in
touch as soon as possible so they can find out more and preorder to prepare their offices for a safe return to the workplace
in 2021”
The Zip HydroTap Touch Free Wave is the latest innovation in
a new range of touch-free drinking water solutions from Zip
Water, including a contactless chilled water dispenser and
hands-free, wall mounted water boiler.
To find out more about the Zip HydroTap Touch Free Wave
please visit specify.zipwater.co.uk/wave
Watch the tap in action
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UwzV4k9n0ZA&feature=youtu.be
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Ramdoor Roller Doors

Union Industries supplies and installs rugged Ramdoor
roller doors to Yara UK Ltd warehouse facility

Union Industries, the UK’s leading manufacturer of high-speed
industrial doors, has completed the supply and installation of
two of its rugged Ramdoor rapid roller doors at Yara UK Ltd in
Avonmouth.

none, and we have every confidence that these new Ramdoors
are exactly what we need at Yara UK Ltd to create the right
environment for segregating our fertilisers, as well as
protecting us from the elements.”

This is the second time that Leeds-based Union Industries has
supplied a pair of Ramdoors, known as the ‘Big Daddy’ of high
speed doors, to Yara UK Ltd, which has undertaken substantial
refurbishment works at its warehouse facilities close to the
Severn Estuary in Avonmouth.

Richard Tarleton, Technical Sales Engineer for Union
Industries, said: “The installation of two further Ramdoors at
Yara UK Ltd is testament to the quality of our products, and
we were pleased to have such a significant involvement at the
redevelopment of the Yara UK Ltd base at Avonmouth.

Yara UK Ltd, a leading crop nutrition provider, specialising in
nitrogen fertiliser for the farming and agricultural industries,
had a requirement for replacement internal and external doors
that would be capable of preventing moisture and dust ingress
into the facility, and provide protection from the natural
elements of the wind and rain.

“The Ramdoor is engineered to client-specific requirements,
incorporating some of our most robust features, it is a heavyduty door and has achieved Class 5 Wind Resistance, making it
one of the highest quality doors on the market. Yara UK Ltd is
now the proud owner of four Ramdoors, and we were
delighted that they chose Union Industries for a second time.”

The business requirement was for heavy duty doors with a
durable coating. Yara UK Ltd opted for the Ramdoor due to its
extremely robust construction, high quality components and
category five wind rating.
Having already had two Ramdoors installed by Union
Industries last year, Yara UK Ltd was confident that the
investment was the right decision.
Steven Ewles, Terminal Manager for Yara Avonmouth, said:
“We were very impressed with the quality of components used
in the Ramdoor, and having already had two of these installed
last year we know that it was the right decision to use them
again.
“The service from the team at Union Industries is second to
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Washroom Solutions

Introducing a new Era of washroom solutions: Satino by WEPA

WEPA Professional, a leading provider of
sustainable, environmentally-friendly paper and
washroom solutions in Europe, is introducing Satino
by WEPA; a new brand of cleaning and hygiene
products for the UK market.
Launching this autumn, the extensive range will
offer everything from paper towels, toilet rolls,
kitchen rolls and cleaning rolls, to air fresheners,
soaps, disposal systems and washroom accessories,
and will provide a variety of functional, sustainable
options to meet the needs of customers and
washroom users alike.
With hygiene at the forefront of consumers’ minds,
Satino by WEPA has been designed to appeal to
people’s desire for a positive and comfortable
experience when using the washroom.
Targeting the independent wholesale sector and
buying groups, the launch will be supported by a
trade marketing programme incorporating strategic
advertising and social media activity.
Highlights from the new suite of products, include:
• Four soap/foam dispensers, with manual
dispensing and sensory formats available, for a
touch-free experience
• Nine varieties of paper towel dispenser – one of
which features a sensor function - to suit
washrooms of differing sizes, from high-usage to
low-moderate
• Six toilet roll dispensers, including jumbo and
twin roll options

• Three waste bin options, available in 8, 23 and
43 litre capacity
• Paper towels in w-fold, z-fold and v-fold formats
Ralph Kaufmann, head of sales and business
development at WEPA Professional, says: “Tapping
into our 70-year history as a manufacturer of high
quality, sustainable paper products, and having
worked closely with our existing UK customers, we
are very pleased to say we are now bringing Satino
by WEPA to the UK market.
“We know that sustainability and style go hand-inhand and that the look and feel of a bathroom can
really affect the image of a business or workplace,
particularly at a time when cleanliness is high on
the agenda. Satino by WEPA provides the perfect
solution for businesses looking to enhance their
washroom facilities and offer a clean, pleasant
environment for hygiene-conscious users.
“We look forward to working with our UK
customers to deliver a flexible, sustainable and
competitive solution to their washroom
requirements over the coming months and years.”
To enquire about pricing for Satino by WEPA or to
place an order, please contact the sales team by
visiting our website www.satino-by-wepa.co.uk or
email Alasdair Sharp at alasdair.sharp@wepa.co.uk.
For the latest news from Satino by WEPA, follow
@satinobywepa on Twitter or connect with Satino
by WEPA on LinkedIn at
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/satino-by-wepa/
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Smart Lockers

Kern responds to UK demand for smart lockers through
exclusive distribution deal with Meridian Digital Solutions
Covid-19 accelerates need for wider e-commerce delivery options at offices and
domestic properties
Kern, the mailing and packaging equipment company, today
announced an exclusive sales and distribution deal, allowing
Meridian Digital Solutions to sell Kern's range of Smart
Terminal automated lockers in the UK.
Part of Kern’s growth plans to meet increasing demand for
contactless and out-of-home deliveries, the move will see selfservice experts Meridian offer Kern’s lockers to the property,
retail, logistics, transport and government sectors.
Already used by the likes of Shell, Allianz, Carrefour, City of
Hamburg and Decathlon elsewhere in Europe, Kern’s smart
terminal range includes city, home, refrigerated, freezer and
laundry lockers, installed at offices, shopping centres,
universities and railway stations, to name a few. Meridian
Digital Solutions, experts in self-service digital solutions
including kiosks, digital signage and logistics, was looking to
expand its automated locker offering in the UK market.
“The Covid-19 pandemic is accelerating the demand for a
wider choice of contactless, out-of-home deliveries, in addition
to the existing drive for e-commerce delivery logistics to
become more efficient by using smart lockers,” explained David
Cox, Head of UK Sales at Kern. “Our partnership with Meridian
Digital Solutions will help meet this demand and increase sales
in a range of markets, while we also continue to sell direct.
Experts in their field, Meridian bring great depth of experience
to the relationship and we look forward to collaborating on
exciting projects in the future.”
“Kern has one of the widest ranges of smart lockers in
Europe, coupled with its impressive track record in logistics
and automation so the company is a perfect fit for us,”
commented Andy Viner, Managing Director at Meridian Digital
Solutions. “We see huge potential for Kern’s Smart Terminal
range as organisations expand their reach to give consumers
more options in how, and when, they pick-up or drop-off items.
Kern’s locker management software meets the needs of most
pick-up, drop-off (PUDO) and buy online, pick-up in store
(BOPIS) projects off-the-shelf, which leads to rapid roll-outs.
The options to integrate with customers’ other systems, such
as e-commerce, CRM or point of sale is impressive too. This
powerful combination delivers great flexibility for client
projects.”
For more information please visit: www.kern.co.uk/ or
https://www.meridian-ds.co.uk
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Cleaning

Top five cleaning tips for
Covid-secure workplaces
As the government changes its advice to ‘work from home if
you can’ amidst a national increase in Covid-19 cases, good
hygiene in the workplace has never mattered more - especially
to keep the virus at bay and protect those who need to be in
the workplace.
14forty, part of Compass Group UK & Ireland, provides
integrated facilities management services including cleaning. It
is working with businesses to ensure their cleaning protocols
are sufficiently robust, especially with winter looming.
Mauro Ortelli, managing director of 14forty, said: “There has
never been more focus than now on cleaning. Implementing
increased cleaning protocols during a pandemic can present
wide-ranging challenges for businesses of all kinds, in some
instances without the correct resources and tools to ensure an
area is cleaned to the highest standards possible.
“This is a standard of cleanliness that most businesses will
never have had to adhere to before. However, it’s crucial that
they put in place the most robust processes possible in order
to safely operate in compliance with guidance from the
Department of Health and Social Care and Public Health
England.”
Here are our top five tips for businesses faced with the
daunting task of becoming and staying Covid-19 secure:
1. Consider new ways of working:
Before considering how a space is cleaned, first think about
how it is used. Think about which spaces in the business have
the most foot traffic and be creative in reimagining how they
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can be used in order to distribute people evenly, reducing the
risk presented by clusters of employees.
Consider implementing a one-way system to help employees
and visitors adhere to social distancing. Ensure this is easy to
navigate and clearly signposted. Keep the windows open if
possible and check there is a well-maintained air extraction
system.
2. Use appropriate cleaning products:
Using suitable products and making sure staff know how to
use them is vital. One example is Tersano Ozone, which we
use across our sites.
The product attracts bacteria, germs and other contaminants,
eliminating them and leaving only water and pure oxygen
following the cleaning process. It is a natural product that is
considered environmentally friendly and can be used on a
wide range of surfaces including food preparation areas.
3. Update and review cleaning procedures regularly:
Divide surfaces into two categories: frequently touched
points (e.g. rails, door handles, light switches, tabletops etc.)
and minimally touched points (e.g. ceilings, floors and walls).
Ensure these are cleaned regularly in line with use, i.e. the
more frequently they are touched the more frequently they are
cleaned.
Ensure surfaces are cleaned using the appropriate products
and in accordance with manufacturer guidelines. Keep a record
of all instances of cleaning and who is accountable – there are
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apps that can help with this.
Consider ‘deep cleaning’ offices or other premises regularly
using third party professional contractors. Every building is
different, but a deep clean should consist of everything from
dusting walls and cleaning light switches to wiping down
equipment and sanitising kitchen cabinets, appliances and
furniture.

Businesses are keen to protect employees who need to visit
the premises to do their job – it is of utmost importance. A
Covid-19 outbreak in a business that failed to put proper
cleaning protocols in place or appoint an appropriate service
provider could have serious consequences.
To learn more about 14forty, please visit 14forty.co.uk.

4. Ensure cleaning staff are visible and equipped with PPE:
Cleaners and the general workforce
used to be like ships in the night,
with only the early birds and night
owls ever seeing cleaners in their
workplace. Now, visible cleaning
teams help to reassure employees and
visitors to the building that cleaning is
taking place throughout the day, not
just when everyone else has left.
Equipping cleaning staff with PPE and
ensuring they are using it is
fundamental to keep all staff safe and
reassured.
5. Ensure changes are long-term, not
temporary:
Unfortunately, Covid-19 is likely to
continue to impact businesses in the
coming months and even years.
Therefore, ensure that all changes
made are long-term, while easily
adaptable to account for changing
Covid-19 regulations, government
guidance and recommended cleaning
procedures.
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Drainage

Humble Yet Powerful:
How Clay Drainage Can Do Wonders for Maintenance
and Sustainability

Rectifying issues with below ground drainage can be a costly
and time-consuming affair – particularly when it comes to large
commercial developments. But how can such issues be avoided
in the first place? Here, Joana Januseviciute, product manager
for clayware at Hepworth Clay, explores how using vitrified clay
piping systems could be the answer and explains everything
facilities managers need to know about this humble yet
powerful material.
It goes without saying that facilities managers need all
components of their buildings to be reliable and durable, and
require minimal upkeep. This is also true when it comes to
below ground drainage. Despite being out of sight, it’s
important to have an understanding of the systems in place,
why they’ve been chosen and what maintenance is required.
So, what about clay drainage? Let’s take a look at why these
robust systems have been trusted for centuries, how they fit
into the modern built environment and the variety of benefits
they can bring.

The current climate
The government’s ‘Build Back Better’ campaign introduced
following the initial peak of lockdown has been designed to
boost the economy and employment, help activity return to
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pre-lockdown levels, and support with achieving net-zero and
sustainability targets. As a result, developers will need to pay
even closer attention to the materials used in their builds –
including those used for below ground drainage – especially
when it comes to their sustainability, durability and
performance, which have ongoing consequences throughout
the lifecycle of the building.
Additionally, new Design and Construction Guidance
introduced in April sets out clear, standardised guidelines for
foul and surface water sewers across England. This new
guidance means that contractors across the country have much
more freedom when it comes to selecting the materials for
below ground drainage systems, allowing them to explore new
techniques, products and designs. The guidance also states
that materials and layouts must be selected during the initial
stages of the design process, as this is a crucial element to
any drainage project and can make a real difference later down
the line.
This enhanced freedom of course throws up one important
question: which material should be used to ensure long-lasting
performance, hassle-free maintenance and compliance with
sustainability targets? The answer naturally depends on the
specific requirements of a project and also comes down to
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specifier or contractor preference, but one material that’s stood
the test of time in this regard is clay.

The benefits of clay
Longevity and reliability
One of the most important aspects of an underground
drainage scheme within commercial developments is how long
it will continue to perform. If the most suitable material isn’t
selected for the project, the potential costs associated with
replacing the piping further down the line can be huge. This
would typically be a lot higher for commercial buildings than
residential properties due to their size, complexity and further
costs that can accrue from possible temporary closures due to
repairs.
The risk of extensive remedial works can be avoided by
choosing a clay system. This is because clay drainage is
extremely durable and reliable with an average lifespan of
more than 100 years, with many Victorian systems still in use
today.

needed for a development, having a supplier or manufacturer
onboard that’s committed to environmentally friendly
production methods is also a key consideration. For example,
at Hepworth Clay, we source our clay from different quarries
within just a five mile radius, minimising embodied CO2 impact
from transportation. We then use stored rainwater and
reclaimed heat to fire the clay – all important steps towards
achieving sustainability targets.

The future of clay drainage
With the construction industry ramping up again and
regulations being standardised across the country, a wealth of
opportunities has been opened up when it comes to drainage
materials. This is especially important when it comes to
considering key objectives of commercial projects such as
sustainability, long-lasting performance, and simple, efficient
maintenance. There’s therefore never been a more prominent
time to explore the benefits that clay piping can bring.
Hepworth Clay is a brand of Wavin. To find out more about
Hepworth Clay’s clay piping solutions, visit:
www.hepworthclay.co.uk

Any maintenance required can also be completed quickly and
easily. For example, Hepworth Clay’s pipes are resistant to high
water pressure jetting of 7,500psi, meaning any blockages can
be cleared first time. Not only does this reduce maintenance
time required, but also provides reassurance that pipes won’t
crack during said maintenance, avoiding extensive repairs in
the future.

Chemical resistance
Clay piping is the ideal solution when it comes to resistance
against chemicals and other possibly hazardous waste. The
material’s inert nature means that it can withstand almost all
chemicals and compounds that may be found in the ground
before development. This is particularly relevant if the
commercial building in question is being developed on a
brownfield site that may have been previously used for
industrial or military purposes, potentially leaving contaminants
in the ground.

Eco-friendly manufacturing
With sustainability targets in place across the UK, it’s now
more important than ever to make environmentally-conscious
changes in construction. As commercial builds are in most
cases quite large, complex projects, they can easily have a
significant environmental impact. If eco-friendly products aren’t
used, this could easily have a negative impact on achieving
sustainability credentials for the build.
As large quantities of drainage products, such as piping, are
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Futurebuild Digital

Making the most of your digital assets
~ Potential applications of digital twins ~

Demand for high-quality housing and public infrastructure is continuing to rise in the
UK. While the construction industry wants to deliver new buildings quickly, it must
also take measures to construct new and retrofit existing buildings effectively and
sustainably. Embracing digital technology is one way to make these improvements.
Here Peter Barker, managing director at BIM academy and contributor to built
environment event Futurebuild, explores some potential applications of digital twins in
construction.
Many design and construction companies now use digital tools to find a more
accurate, cost-efficient and sustainable way of working. Building Information Modelling
(BIM), for example, has played a vital role in digitising the built environment and has
changed the way that the sector interacts with data. Now, project managers are
exploring how digital twins can further improve the design, operation and evaluation
of buildings.

Planning
Traditionally, architects have used 2D models to collaborate on designs and
communicate them to stakeholders. However, it can be difficult to clearly visualise the
final building in 2D format and misunderstandings and design errors may result,
increasing the time and budget required to complete the project.
BIM is now widely used by architects to create 3D geometric models of buildings
during the design phase, with embedded data on the buildings properties and
performance. Architects can use this model to communicate their interpretation of a
brief to a client. At a glance, clients can see the entire configuration of the space, as
well as factors such as material quality, estimated performance and anticipated
budget.
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Futurebuild Digital

Futurebuild Digital

Instead of relying entirely on traditional information
such as manuals, sharing BIM and digital twin data
with the client gives operators the information they
need at their fingertips so that they can be more
proactive. They can collect and analyse real-time
data about assets and measure their performance.
So, when parts of the building are nearing the end
of their intended lifespan, building management
teams can plan effectively for repair or replacement
work.

Performance
Architects will often determine target performance
requirements of a building right at the beginning of
a project. Before BIM and digital twins, it was
difficult to measure actual performance against
predictions. Evaluating asset performance and
occupancy often required anecdotal information from
clients, which can be subjective and less accurate.
Now, digital tools can help us to understand much
more about buildings once they’re complete.
Embedding sensors into a building and connecting
them to the digital twin can help clients and the
industry gather unbiased and key performance data
about the building.
While BIM creates the digital information required to create
the model, architects can now build digital twins to
dynamically link their designs to physical assets. Using the two
concepts allows architects to rapidly and reliably test designs
to ensure that all parties are happy with the design and fix any
errors before construction begins, reducing waste and costs.
Creating a digital twin can also be useful during retrofit
projects to test simulations of new ideas and find the optimal
materials and processes before investing further into the
renovation project.

Prediction
Digital construction technologies can also improve how
occupants use and maintain buildings. Effective preventative
maintenance in larger buildings, such as office blocks, hospitals
or other public buildings, relies on early involvement of an
informed and engaged building management team that knows
what information they need from architects and contractors
about assets and systems.

Futurebuild Digital

Sensors can gather data such as environmental
conditions, energy usage, how well products
perform, how clients use the space and even the wellbeing of
the occupants. For example, sensors may detect that some
rooms in a large building are only used for ten per cent of the
day — so building management may want to change the
function of that space to use it more effectively.
A 2019 report from the Committee on Climate Change
identified that UK buildings are not fit for the future. We must
build and retrofit millions of homes and buildings to improve
their quality while also reducing emissions. The more data we
collect about our buildings with BIM and digital twins, the
better we can evaluate their performance and make
improvements.
Futurebuild’s Digital Impact spotlight offers a platform for
existing and emerging digital technologies in the built
environment. If you’ve developed a disruptive and innovative
technology, we want to showcase it. Register your interest to
exhibit here.
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Safety & Sustainability

How to prioritise safety and sustainability in the
Hospitality Sector post-lockdown
Mitigating food waste remains a big challenge for the hospitality industry

The overriding priority for
businesses right now is to serve
customers safely and ultimately,
replenish trading figures
damaged by the pandemic.

Andrew Stephen, Chief Executive at The Sustainable
Restaurant Association, has collaborated with BRITA to speak
about the changing attitudes towards eating out and
sustainability.
While hospitality businesses were chomping at the bit to
serve customers again after lockdown, the reopening of the
industry demonstrated just how significantly the pandemic has
transformed the way we operate.
The overriding priority for businesses right now is to serve
customers safely and ultimately, replenish trading figures
damaged by the pandemic.
It’s positive that many consumers have been eager to get
back out there and enjoy the hospitality industry once more.
However, reassurance that their health and safety won’t be
compromised is a big factor in this decision. In fact, when
consumers were asked whether they want the hospitality sector
to prioritise their safety or their experience, the balance is
weighted towards safety. Some 68% agree that they want to
feel safe in a hospitality venue, no matter what COVID-19
procedures are put in place to achieve this.
It’s clear that the lockdown period has influenced consumer
purchasing decisions and priorities in a big way. Health and
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hygiene have certainly come to the fore, while there has also
been a big trend towards shopping locally and supporting
independent businesses through this turbulent time.
This poses a big question about how sustainability fits into
this – has it temporarily slipped off the radar?
The good news is that sustainability is still a big priority for
consumers. In fact, recent research commissioned by BRITA
Professional found that almost half (48%) of all UK adults are
now more conscious of making sustainable choices day-to-day,
than they were pre-lockdown.
One of the biggest ways the industry can address this is
through food waste. As the hospitality industry evolves and
services change in the wake of the pandemic, we need to work
together to stop food from ending up in the bin but to also
make sure it is put to good use in the community.
A big challenge for hospitality outlets in this uncertain
environment is planning food requirements to meet demand.
Here are my top tips for mitigating against food waste:

Safety & Sustainability

1. Start with a shorter menu: To reduce costs, plan your
menu around a few staple dishes to begin with – these can be
expanded as consumer confidence towards the industry
improves.
2. Don’t let surplus food go to waste: Work with food
distribution companies, such as Too Good to Go and Karma,
which can help redistribute surplus food. Here is a helpful
guide to help businesses work out which solution suits them
best.
3. Make a big deal of sustainable dishes: There’s a huge
opportunity to capitalise on the growing consumer appetite for
sustainability. Shout about the sustainable options on the
menu with effective signposting and promotions.
4. Use the whole ingredient: Tackle food waste by creating
dishes that incorporate the entire ingredient such as fin to tail,
stem to root and nose to tail.
5. Buy smart: Tap into the consumer trend for shopping
locally by working with responsible suppliers who recognise
the importance of sustainable business models. Buy local and
seasonal produce.

Of course, it’s not just responsible food suppliers that
operators should consider working with, don’t forget to think
about sustainable equipment, distribution, energy, water
suppliers and waste contractors. Working with likeminded
suppliers will not only help to lower a business’ environmental
impact and tick that all-important sustainability box for
consumers, but it will also help to save money in the long run.
With the industry finding its feet again after the pandemic,
sustainability doesn’t need to fall by the wayside. With
resourceful menu planning, which champions sustainability, and
working with sustainable suppliers, hospitality businesses can
make small steps that will make a big difference to the
environment.
Andrew Stephen is the Chief Executive of the Sustainable
Restaurant Association, which aims to accelerate change toward
an environmentally restorative and socially progressive
hospitality sector in the UK.
If you have reopened your workplace, or are looking to in the
near future, and require additional support in meeting the
needs presented by COVID-19, please get in touch with our
Dispenser Customer Service Team via 034567 496 555 or
service@brita.co.uk
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